Denoising for variable density ESPI fringes in nondestructive testing by an adaptive multiscale morphological filter based on local mean.
Analysis of speckle images with variable density fringes is a challenging task when electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) is used for nondestructive testing of defects. In this paper, an adaptive multiscale morphological filter based on local mean is proposed. First, the image is segmented, and the regions are divided into different density levels using local mean. Then, the structural elements that adapt to different density levels are designed, and the proper size of the structural elements is determined by an iterative procedure. Finally, the morphological open-closing filtering is conducted, and the block edges are smoothed by averaging. The proposed method was applied to computer-simulation fringes and fringes experimentally obtained from a prefabricated defect specimen under thermal loading and then compared with the commonly used methods, i.e., discrete cosine filter, wavelet filter, Lee filter, and nonlocal mean filter. The experimental results showed that the proposed method had the best performance in terms of noise reduction and edge preservation. With the capability of noise reduction for ESPI images of variable density fringes, the proposed method will be helpful to build a quantitative relationship between fringes and defects in the cases of nonuniform deformation of speckle interferometry, such as nondestructive defect detecting, thermal structural analysis, and heterogeneous materials mechanical analysis.